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Summary  

The aim of the paper is to describe and discuss the development and implementation of 
a multi-value framework and its potential to support complex and integrated decision making 
in the pre-design phase in renovation of housing stocks. A case of a 1940s housing area in 
Gothenburg, Sweden, is presented where a transdisciplinary team is involved. A conceptual 
multi-value model has been developed which then is translated into a strategy matrix. Results 
show that the approach is a forthcoming way to support decision making in renovation. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 

Sweden has large stocks of culturally valuable post-war housing (1940–60, called Peoples’ 
Home) in need of technical up-grading. Housing owners face a task which is urgent and 
highly complex in terms of meeting regulation and demand (energy, conservation, 
accessibility, or tenants’ participation), economic return of investment, safeguarding social 
values and creating long-term sustainability. Present renovation strategies often reduce the 
complexity of the problem to technological and energy saving measures in a short-term 
perspective. Integrated design approaches are increasingly proposed as a way to deliver 
sustainability but few studies have shown how this can be managed in renovation [1]. 
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1.2 Aim and scope 

The aim of the paper is to describe and discuss the development and implementation of 
a multi-value framework and its potential to support complex, integrated decision making 
in the pre-design phase in renovation of housing stocks. The work has been carried out in 
a transdisciplinary arena in 2011/12. In the first year, renovation was discussed in more 
general terms and the participating housing managers had the task to identify possible 
cases within their own stock. By the end of the year, the arena decided to work on three 
cases representing different challenges. One of the cases is presented here.  

1.3 Method 

Given that no useful holistic model to describe housing stocks from a multi-value 
perspective including cultural, historical and architectural values was found, a conceptual 
multi-value model was developed by the research team and presented to the arena [2]. In 
two workshops and five case meetings, this model has been translated into an operative 
framework under the lead of the housing manager together with the transdisciplinary team. 
Data consists of documents provided by the housing manager and team members, visits of 
the area, technical descriptions/investigations, records of the workshops/case meetings,  
e-mail correspondence, observations and informal conversations. The authors have had the 
roles of observers and taken part in the discussions. 

2 The transdisciplinary team and the case 

The arena brings together a number of actors representing a broad knowledge and value 
base: five housing managers, one architect company, two technical consultants, one 
construction company, the Swedish Tenants’ Association, the City Planning Department of 
Gothenburg, the City Museum of Gothenburg, and researchers from Chalmers Architecture 
and Energy & Environment. Several of these actors are normally not part of a renovation 
project team or involved in the early stages. All the housing managers possess large stocks 
from the People’s Home in need for renovation. 

The case area, situated in Gothenburg, was designed by well-known architects and 
constructed in 1946–49 as the first area of the housing company that still owns and 
manages the area. Today, the area is attractive for tenants, with low rents and many 
original parts. It is of national interest and has cultural historical restrictions. It also has 
technical deficiencies: leaking brick facades (the most urgent one), limited accessibility for 
physically impaired, standard from the 1940s with outdated kitchens and bathrooms, poor 
ventilation, inadequate electrical system, etc. Thus, the area represents high cultural, 
historical, architectural and social values, but is in need for technical improvements. 

For the case the housing manager asked the actors in the arena to identify possible 
technical solutions which will not be in conflict with antiquarian restrictions or economic 
feasibility. As an overarching strategy, the manager targeted at successive renovation with 
long-term thinking and measures that work over time and for future tenants. One main 
question was how to factor in different interests in order to take well informed decisions on 
renovation actions and in what order the renovation actions should be carried out. 
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3 A conceptual multi-value model 

Initially, a multi-value model has been developed by the research team to identify and 
describe both material and immaterial parameters which need to be known, valued and 
balanced in sustainable renovation of housing stocks from the period ‘Peoples Home’. The 
model includes eight value areas: a general description of the building(s)/neighborhood, 
architectural quality, social quality, cultural historical quality, technical performance, 
environmental performance, economic performance, and process quality (revised [2]). 

4 Development and operationalization of a ‘strategy matrix’ 

By the initiative of the housing manager, the conceptual multi-value model has been 
translated into a strategic matrix that fits the case area with the aim to identify potential 
points of conflict between different value areas (e.g. cultural history and user comfort/new 
facades) and building components (e.g. facades, roofs, entrances). To obtain an operational 
matrix that is applicable to property managers’ decision making and management process, 
the matrix has been divided into (building) components and influencing factors which later 
were called areas of interest that correspond to the value areas, see Table 1.  

Tab. 1 Strategy matrix for the case area.  
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Outdoor environment 3             
Load bearing structures 3             
Roof 3             
Facades  1             
Ventilation  2             
Wiring 2             
Water 3             
Waste water 3             
Bathroom 1             
Kitchen 2             
Complement. structures 3             
Surface layers 3             
Radon 1             
Fire protection 3             
*The components Design of area, Common spaces, Heating system, and Elevator did not have 
a technical priority in the case and are therefore not included in the column Components.  
 
The matrix has been presented and modified after a discussion with the whole team. The 
housing company, then, defined technical priorities for renovation actions for the building 
components where ‘1’ has the highest priority (urgent). The team members were asked to 
mark their area(s) of competences and interest. Then, action-packages were defined in 
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order to identify potential conflicts and pros and cons for different solutions. An action 
package is a document where solutions are described in relation to each other. 

‘Since the main challenge in the case area was leaking facades and measures on the 
façade have impact on almost all value areas, the action package “Facades” was chosen to 
test the approach. A document with headings corresponding to the value areas was 
prepared by the housing manager and distributed to the team. According to the field of 
competence, for each value area one or more actors were responsible to fill in. The 
document was sent back to the housing manager, harmonized and thereafter distributed to 
the team again for re-reading and valuation of the own contribution in relation to 
contributions from other actors. The housing manager was asked to provide as rich 
material as possible (data for energy/water use, results from investigations, etc.). 

5 Discussion and Conclusions 

The housing manager that provided the case believes that this multi-value approach with 
the ‘strategy matrix’, the action packages as well as the material gathered for the case is 
useful for them in their continued work with renovation of housing from this era. They see 
it as a method for structuring their work and structuring information about different value 
areas to be able to take well informed decisions on renovation actions. Because only one 
action-package has been discussed, the strategic question in what order actions should be 
carried out has not been dealt with extensively and still remains. 

Generally, the transdisciplinary team was engaged and enthusiastic about the case 
work. In the beginning the process was somewhat slow as the team was waiting for the 
results of an external antiquarian investigation which was crucial for the course of 
development. Thus, the real case work did not start before August 2012 and there was little 
time to test all ideas. For future development the procedure need to be streamlined, tested 
in more cases and documented in form of checklists that are applicable to actors who have 
not participated in the project. A challenge is to solve how to involve all the different 
actors to contribute in “normal” renovation case.  
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